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Summary A generalization of the discrete linear cascade model (DLCM), which is a statespace-formulated discretized version of the continuous Kalinin–Milyukov–Nash Cascade, is
described for noninteger number of uniform storage elements. The generalized model was
tested against numerically integrated values of the Saint-Venant equations and was found to
yield improved model accuracy in comparison with the traditional uniform cascade of integer
number of storage elements. The storage coefficient of the last reservoir can be specified independently of that of the rest of the cascades, which makes the present model better suited for
flow routing over reaches where the target gauging station is found near sudden changes in
channel properties.
ª 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Somewhat contrary to intuition, flow routing techniques,
which are based on simplifications of the Saint-Venant equations of open channel flow, are still in use worldwide in the
21st century. This happens even though personal computers
are widespread and their computational power is on par
with the supercomputers used just 20 years ago. There
are, however, several reasons why these approximate techniques are still used in place of numerically integrating the
Saint-Venant equations for open channel flow problems, and

E-mail address: jszilagyi1@unl.edu.

more specifically, for the purpose of operational streamflow
forecasting. Typically, these are: (a) lack of information on
the geometry of the channel and associated floodplains; (b)
lack of correct (looped) rating curves, or; (c) in extreme,
but probably not rare, cases, the lack of any discharge measurements. On the other hand, most flow routing techniques: (a) do not require information on the channel and
floodplain geometry; (b) require only simplified (i.e. nonlooped) rating curves; (c) are linear in nature, which is fortunate for the propagation of errors in the stage and
discharging values, and; (d) as long as the routing method
is linear, it can even be used without discharge (but including stage) measurements as was demonstrated by Szilagyi
et al. (2005).

0022-1694/$ - see front matter ª 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.jhydrol.2005.12.015

Discrete state-space approximation of the continuous Kalinin–Milyukov–Nash cascade
Among the profusion of available flow routing techniques
(e.g. Camacho and Lees, 1999; Keefer and McQuivey, 1974;
Kontur, 1977; Kundzewicz and Dooge, 1985; O’Connor,
1976; Perumal, 1994; Szolgay, 1991, 2004), the discrete linear cascade model (DLCM) (Szollosi-Nagy, 1982, 1989; Szilagyi, 2003, 2004; Szilagyi et al., 2005) stands out for several
reasons: (a) it is equivalent to the discretized form of the
continuous, spatially discrete, kinematic wave equation
(Szollosi-Nagy, 1989); (b) it is specifically formulated to deal
with discrete data whether in a pulse- or sample-data system
framework; (c) it is discretely coincident, which means that
for identical inputs (as between the discrete and continuous
models), it gives identical outputs at discrete time increments; (d) it does not require numerical iterations (so
numerical stability is not an issue) because it is written in
a state-space form with the state- and input-transition
matrices given explicitly; (e) since it is in a state-space form,
linear filtering techniques, such as the Kalman filter (1960),
can directly be applied; and last but not the least, (f) with it,
the inverse problem of finding the input sequence to a given
output sequence (which often is needed to fill data gaps in a
streamflow series) is a simple algebraic manipulation.
DLCM has been in operational use for the Danube and its
tributaries, including 200-plus gauging stations, at the National Hydrological Forecasting Service (NHFS) in Hungary
for almost two decades and had a central role in flood defense works by providing authorities with information of
when and at what level the floods will peak. It had gone
through several revisions recently (e.g. Szilagyi, 2003,
2004) of which the present effort is the latest.
It has been long known from practice at NHFS that DLCM
performed worse for certain reaches in comparison with
modeling results obtainable when using a continuous cascade of noninteger number of equal storage elements. In
this study, therefore, the objective is to bring the statespace description into a form that can approximate the
continuous case of a fractional number of equal storage
elements. To demonstrate that the so-derived model is viable, numerically integrated solutions of the Saint-Venant
equations will be used as benchmark values in testing model
simulations.

Kalinin and Milyukov’s (1957) flow routing method assumes
that a river section, with no lateral inflow, can be conceptualized as a series of characteristic reaches where the outflow (Q) is a linear function of water stored (S) within the
reach. Kalinin and Milyukov (1958) derived that the impulse
response, h (or instantaneous unit hydrograph, IUH), a continuous function of time, t, of n such equal characteristic
reaches can be expressed as
hðtÞ ¼ k

ðktÞn1 kt
e
CðnÞ

ð1Þ

where k [T1] is the constant coefficient of the linear outflow–storage relationship
Q ðtÞ ¼ kSðtÞ

and C is the complete gamma function defined as
Z 1
CðnÞ ¼
1n1 e1 d1

ð2Þ

ð3Þ

0

where 1 is a dummy variable.
Nash (1957), independently of Kalinin and Milyukov, derived Eq. (1) for n equal, serially connected linear reservoirs, each characterized by Eq. (2), for watershed
response to effective precipitation.
Szollosi-Nagy (1976, 1981) formulated a state-space
description of the continuous Kalinin–Milyukov–Nash
(KMN)-cascade such as
_
SðtÞ
¼ FSðtÞ þ GuðtÞ

ð4Þ

where the dot denotes the temporal rate of change in the
variable, u [L3 T1] is the instantaneous inflow rate of the
first characteristic reach or storage element, S denotes
the vector of stored water volumes of the n linear storage
elements, G is the so-called input vector
G ¼ ½1; 0; . . . ; 00

ð5Þ

where the prime designates the transpose, and F is the n · n
state or system matrix
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The output equation yields the outflow rate (Q) from the
last storage element as
ð7Þ

Q ðtÞ ¼ HSðtÞ

where H = [0, . . . ,k] .
The solution of Eq. (4) is given by (Szollosi-Nagy, 1982)
Z t
SðtÞ ¼ Uðt; t0 ÞSðt0 Þ þ
Uðt; sÞGuðsÞ ds
ð8Þ
t0

where
Uðt; t0 Þ ¼ e
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Fðtt0 Þ

ð9Þ

is the n · n state-transition matrix
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Note that the IUH of Eq. (1) for an integer value of n is
recaptured as k times the last element of the first column
of U, provided t0 = 0 is chosen.
Nash suggested (Dooge, 1973) that in practical applications n should be allowed to take noninteger values in Eq.
(1). The state-space description, however, can only consider an integer number of storage elements. This way, with
the state-space approach, one can only approximate the
IUH (Eq. (1)) of the general continuous noninteger n-value
case.
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The IUH of a fractional storage element, i.e. when n < 1,
is also given by Eq. (1). In the state-space formulation, a
trivial choice for a constant storage coefficient when
x = n < 1 can be
k
kx ¼
ð11Þ
x

With discrete data at regular Dt intervals, Eq. (8)
becomes
Z tþDt
Sðt þ DtÞ ¼ Uðt þ Dt; tÞSðtÞ þ
Uðt þ Dt; sÞGuðsÞ ds

since the mean storage time is k1, which is expected to be
smaller for a fractional storage element than for a full one
(i.e. when n = 1). With this constant coefficient approximation a fractional storage element will behave as a full one
with a magnified k value. This observation also means, that
the uniform fractional n-cascade of Eq. (1) can be represented in the state-space approach by replacing the last
storage element in the cascade with an element whose storage coefficient is kx = k[n  int(n)]1, where int designates
the integer part of n. As a simplifying convention, the fractional element must always be the last one in the cascade,
ensuring that only the last row of the system matrices is different from the case of a uniform cascade. Note that the order of the unequal storage elements is otherwise irrelevant,
since any ordering results in the same output due to linearity (Dooge and O’Kane, 2003, pp. 60).
The new n* · n* [where n* = int(n + 1)] system matrix, F,
will remain unchanged in its int(n) · int(n) dimension, but
its last row/column will be changed
2
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which, in the pulse-data system framework, i.e., when inflow
is assumed to be constant between subsequent discrete values (Chow et al., 1988), transforms into (Szollosi-Nagy, 1982)

0

k

xk

where x = n  int(n) . Determination of the new state-transition matrix, U, can be achieved, e.g., by successive convolution. Note that unlike in the system matrix case, each
element of the last row of U will be different. Performing
the matrix exponential in Eq. (9) for small values of n* with
the help of, e.g. the Maple software, one can deduce that
the last row will contain the IUH’s (divided by kx) of nonuniform cascades of decreasing (by unity) dimension, similarly
to the last row of U in Eq. (10) that contains the IUH’s (divided by k) of integer uniform n-cascades. Note that
Un ;n ¼ ekx t . It is sufficient to determine Un ;1 , as

Z t
1
1
ðksÞn 2 ks kx ðtsÞ
e kx e
k 
ds
ð13Þ
Un ;1 ¼ hðtÞ ¼
kx
kx 0 ðn  2Þ!
which, after some algebraic manipulation, yields
kðktÞ
ekx t D ðkx kÞt
 e

ðn  2Þ!ðkx  kÞ
n
oE

þ ½ðk  kx Þt2n ½ðn  2ÞCðn  2;ðk  kx ÞtÞ  ðn  2Þ! ;
n 2

Un ;1 ¼

n P 2; kx 6¼ k

ð14Þ

Here, the incomplete gamma function (i.e. with two
arguments) is defined as
Z 1
Cðn; xÞ ¼
1n1 e1 d1
ð15Þ
x

where again 1 is a dummy variable. Note that when n* = 2
and kx 5 k, one has a cascade of two unequal linear storage
elements.

t

ð16Þ

Sðt þ DtÞ ¼ UðDtÞSðtÞ þ CðDtÞuðtÞ

ð17Þ

where the input-transition vector, C(Dt), is defined as
Z tþDt
CðDtÞ ¼
Uðt þ Dt  sÞG ds.
ð18Þ
t

Each row of the input-transition vector for a uniform cascade contains the complementary (i.e. to Eq. (15)) and scaled
(i.e. divided by the complete gamma function value) incomplete gamma function (further divided by k) with integer value of n for its first argument. Thus, its ith component, using
the Poisson distribution relationship (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972, pp. 262), can be written as (Szollosi-Nagy, 1982)
"
#
i1
X
1
ðkDtÞj
kDt
Ci ðDtÞ ¼
1e
ð19Þ
k
j!
j¼0
In the discrete-time case the input-transition vector,
C(Dt), of a uniform cascade is made up of the continuous
unit-step-response functions, g(t), of cascades of increasing
order, with the t = Dt substitution (Szollosi-Nagy, 1982). Note
that for the state-transition matrix (Eqs. (10) (14)), the only
difference between its continuous- and discrete-time forms
is that in the latter case Dt replaces t, provided t0 = 0 is chosen. Note also that an input-transition vector cannot be defined (see Eq. (16)) unless the continuous input is pulsed or
otherwise algebraic (e.g. linear). Eqs. (10) (with the t  t0 =
Dt substitution), (17), and (19) comprise the original discrete
linear cascade model (Szollosi-Nagy, 1982) for pulsed inputs.
In the nonuniform cascade case, the first int(n) elements
of the input-transition vector will again be the same as in
the uniform cascade case. The last component of C(Dt)
can be obtained, as before, through successive convolution
1
gðDtÞ
kx
#
 2
Z tþDt "
nX
1
ðksÞj
ks
¼
kx ekx ðtsÞ ds
1e
j!
kx t
j¼0

Cn ðDtÞ ¼

ð20Þ

which, after certain degree of algebraic manipulation,
becomes
1  ekx Dt
 ekx Dt
kx
*
(
"
#)+
 2
j
n
X
ðkDtÞ
jCðj; ðk  kx ÞDtÞ  j!
eðkx kÞDt þ

ðkx  kÞj!
½ðk  kx ÞDtj
j¼0

Cn ðDtÞ ¼

n P 2; kx 6¼ k

ð21Þ

Eqs. (14) (with the t = Dt substitution), (17), and (21)
form the state-space approximation of a uniform fractional
n-cascade written in a pulse-data system framework.
When modeling continuous physical systems using discrete data, a more realistic approach to the pulse-data
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system framework is to assume that the value of the continuous-input variable changes linearly between consecutive
samples. This approach is called the sample-data system
framework (Chow et al., 1988; Hantush et al., 2002). Szilagyi (2003, 2004) formulated the DLCM in such a framework.
The state-transition matrix is the same in both the pulseand sample-data system frameworks, but not, however,
the input-transition vector.
The input-transition vector separates into two vectors,
one, C1(Dt), that operates on u(t + Dt) and another,
C2(Dt), that acts on u(t). Note that for specifying a linear
change, two observations are needed. In real-time operative forecasting, the input at time t + Dt is typically the
forecasted value (whether using another gauging stage further upstream or a rainfall-runoff model output) of the flowrate at the upstream location. In simulation experiments, it
means that for obtaining a modeled value at the downstream location, one needs to specify the concurrent value
at the upstream gauging station. Again, the first int(n) elements of either input-transition vectors remain unchanged
i
C1i ðDtÞ ¼ Ci ðDtÞ 
Ciþ1 ðDtÞ i ¼ 1; . . . ; intðnÞ
ð22Þ
kDt
and
i
Ciþ1 ðDtÞ i ¼ 1; . . . ; intðnÞ
C2i ðDtÞ ¼
ð23Þ
kDt
respectively. As before, the last component of the inputtransition vectors can be obtained through successive
convolution. After some algebraic manipulations, the
successive convolution yields the following expressions for
the last component of the input-transition vectors:


ekx Dt
n  1
C1n ðDtÞ ¼
Cn þ1 ðDtÞ
ab
ð24Þ
k
Dt
and
C2n ðDtÞ ¼ Cn ðDtÞ  C1n ðDtÞ

ð25Þ

where
a¼
b¼

1 þ ekx Dt ðkx Dt  1Þ
 1
nX

j¼1

*

k2x

ð26Þ

(
"
#)+
kj1 ðDtÞj
jCðj; ðk  kx ÞDtÞ  j!
eðkx kÞDt þ
ðkx  kÞðj  1Þ!
½ðk  kx ÞDtj
ð27Þ

respectively.
Finally, in the output equation’s (Eq. (7)) H vector kx will
replace k for the nonuniform n*-cascade. Eq. (14) (with the
t = Dt substitution), as well as Eqs. (22)–(27) with the corresponding u(t + Dt) and u(t) values, specifies the state-space
approximation of a uniform fractional n-cascade written
now in a sample-data system framework.
It can be concluded that the closer the value of n to an
integer, the better the fit becomes between the uniform,
fractional n-cascade of Eq. (1) and its approximate, statespace formulated nonuniform, integer n*-cascade. Naturally, when n is an integer the two models are discretely
coincident. Similarly, the larger the integer part of n, the
smaller the difference becomes between the two model
outputs. As a consequence, the two models are expected
to yield almost identical forecasts when n is relatively large
and/or when its value is close to an integer.
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The importance of considering a fractional uniform cascade (and thus its nonuniform state-space approximation)
is highlighted by the observation that in many practical
applications, using flowrate values, the value of n tends to
remain small. This is so because for a given stream reach,
represented by uniform linear storage elements, the mean
storage delay time (also called residence or travel time),
T, is nk1. As the value of n is increased (while keeping T constant), the response of the river reach becomes less and less
diffusive. The observations of natural river channels of gentle slope (i.e. less than 0.01%, characteristic of the Danube
in Hungary) show a typically high degree of dispersion (i.e.
the flood waves flatten out relatively fast), therefore leading
to small optimized n values. For small values of n, however,
it makes a relatively large difference whether n may assume
only integer values or is allowed to have noninteger values as
well during the optimization process.
Finally, specifying the system matrices for a discrete
nonuniform cascade approximating a continuous uniform
cascade of noninteger number of storage elements is necessitated by the fact that the discrete linear cascade model is
not transitive, as was initially claimed by Szollosi-Nagy
(1989). Transitivity would allow for taking the discrete output of a uniform (n  1)-cascade and subsequently routing
it through an additional storage element and obtain the same
result as when performing the task in one single step, thus
obliviating the need of working out the system matrices of
the nonuniform cascade case. This, however, is not so, simply, because the discrete model makes only assumptions on
how the discretely observed input signal behaves between
subsequent samples; consequently, this assumed behavior
of the input signal is not identical with that of the original
continuous signal. This way two different signals enter the
last storage element in the above example; thus the output
must also be different between the two cases (i.e. one-step
or two-step approach). Consequently, the output of the discrete nonuniform n-cascade cannot be replicated by simply
employing a discrete uniform (n  1)-cascade first and
routing its output additionally through another storage element (of different storage coefficient).

Model testing and conclusions
Testing of the above described flow routing model’s performance was achieved by numerically integrating the SaintVenant equations of open channel flow (e.g. Henderson,
1966) for obtaining ‘‘ground-truth’’ data over a rectangular
channel of 2000 km = 2 · 106 m in length, B = 300 m in width
and a constant channel slope S0 = 0.0002. The validation was
achieved in two stages.
First, a constant Manning’s roughness parameter value
n0 = 0.035 was used for the entire length of the channel.
The upper boundary condition was prescribed by the following equations for the water depth, h(x,t)
 
1  cos t2pm t


hðx ¼ 0; tÞ ¼ h0 þ
1  cos t2pm tc

 
2p
tc p
0 6 t 6 tm
ðtc  tÞ cot
 exp
tm
tm
hðx ¼ 0; tÞ ¼ h0

t > tm

ð28Þ
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with tm = 2 d = 172,800 s, tc = 0.5 d = 43,200 s, and with an
initial prescribed normal depth, h0 = 5 m. The lower boundary condition was defined by the Manning-equation
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 
2=3
S0 2=3
S0
hB
vðx ¼ 2  106 ; tÞ ¼
R ¼
ð29Þ
n0
n0 B þ 2h
which yields a value of 1.156 m s1 for the initial normal
velocity, v0. Here, R is the hydraulic radius.
Flow routing calculations were performed at around the
middle of the 2000 km-long channel reach, i.e., between
900 km and 1000 km. Such a choice minimizes the somewhat
artificial nature of the upper and lower boundary conditions, since: (a) a real hydrograph rarely follows the exact
Table 1 Optimized values of the flow routing model and
associated mean root-squared errors (MRSE) taken over the
period of 46–162 h of Figs. 1 and 2: (a) uniform integer n cascade, (b) uniform noninteger n-cascade approximated by
a nonuniform n*-cascade and (c) fully nonuniform (in the last
storage element) cascade
(a)

(b)

(c)

n0 = 0.035
1
kopt ; ðkopt
x Þ (h )
nopt
MRSE (m3 s1)

0.515
7
3.28

0.58
7.91
2.55

0.58 (0.63)
7.91
2.55

n0 = 0.035x < 1000 km,
1
kopt ; ðkopt
x Þ (h )
nopt
MRSE (m3 s1)

n0 = 0.045x P 1000 km
0.49
0.595
0.785 (0.35)
7
8.51
9
2.16
1.5
1.45

shape described by Eq. (28); and (b) a functional relationship between depth and velocity, given by Eq. (29), is rarely
the case for nonpermanent conditions. The flowrate values
given by the Saint-Venant equations at regular dt = 2 h intervals for x = 900 km served as the ‘‘observed’’ instantaneous
upstream flow values for flow routing using a sample-data
system framework.
In the first experiment, the number of linear storage elements, n, was allowed to assume only integer values. Optimization of n and k was achieved by trial-and-error, which
involves systematically trying out the values of the parameters with predefined ranges and increment values. Once
an optimum had been achieved in a mean root-squared
sense with a given ‘‘resolution’’, a stricter range with a
smaller increment value was used repeatedly for each
parameter until the change in the mean root-squared error
became negligible. Such an approach circumvents the application of arbitrary parameter optimization routines and can
be considered as a ‘‘brute force’’ or direct optimization.
The state-space model requires only pure algebraic manipulations, which lends itself suitable for such a direct optimization approach. The optimization results are displayed in
Table 1, while the corresponding hydrographs are displayed
in Fig. 1.
In the second experiment, n was allowed to assume noninteger values during optimization (Table 1, Fig. 1). Note
that in this case the storage coefficient value, kx, of the last
storage element must always be larger than unity due to Eq.
(11). Finally, in the third experiment, the storage coefficient of the last linear storage element was allowed to take
any value (i.e. fully nonuniform cascade case) by having
it optimized independently of n and k of the rest of the

Figure 1 Up- (intermittent) and downstream (solid) discharge hydrographs for the flow routing channel reach (i.e.
900 km 6 x 6 1000 km), provided by the Saint-Venant equations; model results of: (a) uniform integer n-cascade, (b) uniform
noninteger n-cascade approximated by a nonuniform n*-cascade and (c) fully nonuniform cascade. n0 = 0.035. Time origin is
arbitrary.

Discrete state-space approximation of the continuous Kalinin–Milyukov–Nash cascade
cascade (Table 1, Fig. 1). The idea behind it being that in
the presence of any sudden change in channel properties
(i.e. slope, roughness, etc.) near the end of a reach, the last
storage element could respond faster or slower than that of

Figure 2
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the rest of the cascade. Note that in the discrete statespace representation of the uniform fractional n-cascade,
the last storage element is always faster when comparing
to the rest of the cascade.

Normal depth, h0, over the flow routing channel reach (900 6 x 6 1000 km) when the value of n0 jumps at x = 1000 km.

Figure 3 Up- (intermittent) and downstream (solid) discharge hydrographs for the flow routing channel reach (i.e.
900 km 6 x 6 1000 km), provided by the Saint-Venant equations; model results of: (a) uniform integer n-cascade, (b) uniform
noninteger n-cascade approximated by a nonuniform n*-cascade and (c) fully nonuniform cascade. n0 = 0.035 over the reach with an
abrupt change to n0 = 0.045 at the downstream cross-section.
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Table 1 shows what is intuitively expected for a reach
without any sudden changes in channel properties: by letting n assume noninteger values, simulations improve, but
there is no additional improvement by letting the last stor-

Figure 4
case.

age element have a storage property independent of the
rest of the cascade. This is so because the channel is homogeneous in every respect (roughness parameter, channel
slope); thus the storage delay time, k1, is expected to be

Discharge hydrographs at x = 1000 km, provided by the Saint-Venant equations. Solid line corresponds to the constant n0

Figure 5 Stage hydrographs at x = 1000 km, provided by the Saint-Venant equations. Solid line corresponds to the constant n0
case. Depth is relative to the initial normal depth (i.e. 500 and 579 cm, respectively). The dots are the results of the fully
nonuniform cascade simulations.

Discrete state-space approximation of the continuous Kalinin–Milyukov–Nash cascade
identical for each linear storage element and proportionally
smaller for the last fractional element.
In the second stage of the numerical experiments, the
channel had two different roughness coefficient values:
n0 = 0.035 over the first 1000 km of the channel, and n0 =
0.045 for the rest of it (Fig. 2). As Table 1 and Fig. 3 show,
model results improve again by switching from an integer n
-cascade to a fractional n-cascade. When letting the last
storage element assume an arbitrary storage coefficient
(i.e. independent of the rest of the cascade), the routed values improve, although slightly. Note that the optimized value of kx(=0.35 h1) of the last storage element is indeed
smaller than the storage coefficient value, k(=0.785 h1),
for the uniform part of the cascade, meaning that now the
last storage element is slower than the rest, and so having
1
an increased storage delay time, i.e. k1
=
x  2:86 h vs. k
1.27 h.
Table 1 suggests that the model accuracy is significantly better in the presence of a sudden change in channel properties, but this is only true for discharges. The
discharge flood hydrograph is more diffuse (i.e. flatter,
see Fig. 4) for the inhomogeneous channel case, thus
causing a seemingly increased model accuracy. This, however, is not the case for stages. With the flow velocity
slowed down where the value of the roughness parameter
increases abruptly, any change in the flowrate value becomes magnified (Fig. 5) in the corresponding stage
values.
To prove this, the stage values pairing with the modeled
flowrate values were estimated through the application of
the Jones formula (1916)

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 oh
Q ¼ Q0 1 þ
S0 ck ot
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ð30Þ

where Q0 is the flowrate at stage h for permanent flow, and
ck is the kinematic wave celerity (a function of h). Eq. (30) is
an implicit expression for h now, when discharge is specified. From Eq. (29), employing R  h, the Q0(h) relationship
can be specified (Fig. 6), where the effective value ðn0 Þ of
n0 had to be optimized for the abruptly changing case.
The ck(h) relationship results from Eq. (29), using the
R  h approximation, and combining it with the Kleitz–Seddon law, which for the wetted cross-sectional area, A(h), of
a rectangular channel can be written as
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
oQ 0 1 oQ 0 5 S0 2=3
ck ðhÞ ¼
¼
¼
h .
ð31Þ
B oh
3 n0
oA
Fig. 5 displays the so-derived stage values of flow routing
using the fully nonuniform cascades, in comparison with the
Saint-Venant equation values. The MRSE values for the constant and changing n0 cases are: 0.31 cm and 0.28 cm,
respectively (almost the same), thus proving our assertion
above.
In conclusion, the following can be stated: With discrete
data, the continuous Kalinin–Milyukov–Nash cascade of
equal reservoirs of noninteger order n can be approximated
by a cascade of int(n) equal reservoirs followed by an element having a storage coefficient of kx = k[n  int(n)]1, in
a state-space formulation. Near sudden changes in channel
properties, the storage coefficient of the last reservoir, kx,
can be specified independently of that of the rest of the
cascade.

Figure 6 Discharge–stage relationships (i.e. loop rating curves) at x = 1000 km from the Saint-Venant equations with the
corresponding estimated permanent rating curves (intermittent lines): (a) constant n0 case and (b) changing n0 case, with
n0 ¼ 0:04475.
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